
FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHY



What is Art?
⬜  Means different things to different people

⬜  In the eye of the beholder

⬜ What I like you may not… 

⬜ So pursue what inspires you



Dennis Hutton - What is Art?
1. Direct Pleasure -  the object is valued as a source of immediate 
experiential pleasure in itself.

2. Skill & Virtuosity -  the making of the object requires & 
demonstrates the exercise of specialist skills. This skill is one of the most moving 
& pleasurable aspects of art.

3. Style -  works of art are made in recognisable styles, rules that govern 
form, composition & expression. Style provides a stable predictable normal 
background against which artists may create novelty & expressive surprise.

4. Novelty & Creativity -  art is valued for its novelty, creativity, 
originality & capacity to surprise its audience. This includes both the attention-
grabbing function of art & the artist's capacity to explore the deeper possibilities 
of a medium or theme.









Dennis Hutton - What is Art?
5. Criticism -  wherever artistic forms are found, they exist alongside 
some kind of critical language of judgment & appreciation.

6. Representation -  art objects, including sculptures, paintings & 
fictional narratives, represent or imitate real or imaginary experiences of the 
world.

7. Special Focus -  works of art & artistic performances tend to be 
bracketed off from ordinary life, make a separate & dramatic focus of 
experience.

8. Expressive Individuality -  the artist will include their 
individual personality, whether deliberately or not.









Dennis Hutton - What is Art?
9. Emotional saturation -  in varying degrees, the experience of 
works of art is shot through with emotion - ie they invoke an emotional 
response.

10. Intellectual Challenge -  works of art tend to utilise a 
combined variety of human perceptual & intellectual capacities to a full extent, 
indeed the best works stretch them beyond ordinary limits.

11. Art traditions -  art objects & performances are created & to a 
degree given significance by their place in the history & traditions of their art.

12. Imaginative experience -  art objects essentially provide an 
imaginative experience for both the producer & the audiences. Art happens in a 
make-believe world, in the theatre of the imagination.







Turn Up!
⬜ can’t get great photos sitting in front of the 

computer!
⬜ shoot things that you like
⬜ shoot a series



Missing Inspiration?
⬜ not sure where to start?

⬜ just make a start anyway

⬜ try some different angles 

⬜ try a different lense - maybe not your favourite

⬜ start with an idea or concept

⬜ where you start may not be where you end









Study Other Artforms
⬜ don’t be an art snob!

⬜ study other artforms

⬜ maybe try to incorporate other techniques 

⬜ try different things - serendipity











It’s All about ME
⬜ shoot what you like

⬜ it’s ok to “copy” others

⬜ put your own spin 

⬜ don’t worry about possible criticism

⬜ me me me - what's your emotional response?















Play/Experiment
⬜ most of my better images result of play

⬜ experiment with overlays & blending modes

⬜ LOTS of failures... 

⬜ LOTS of discoveries!



Two Main Approaches
⬜ In Camera

⬜ Post production



In Camera
⬜ Filters – Neutral Density

⬜ Filters - InfraRed

⬜ Intentional Camera Movement 

⬜ High Dynamic Range (+ post)

⬜ Multiple Exposures



ND Filter Example



ND Filter Example



IR Example



IR Example



HDR Example (0 stop)



HDR Example (-2 stops)



HDR Example (+2 stops)



HDR Example - Result



Multiple Exposure Example



Multiple Exposure Example



Post
⬜ Lightroom

⬜ Capture One

⬜ PhotoShop

⬜ Plugins (Nik, Alien Skin, MacPhun)



Lightroom/Capture One
⬜ Presets – starting point

⬜ Sliders – push them around…

⬜ Dodge/Burn Paintbrush

⬜ Vignette

⬜ Working on raw files

⬜ Get the raw as good as it can be

⬜ All un-doable



Photoshop
⬜ I am still learning!!

⬜ Very heavy duty software

⬜ I mostly use layers & blending modes

⬜ #1 - LEARN about LAYERS!

⬜ #2 - LEARN about MASKS!

















































Other Image Uses
⬜ Canberra Enlighten Festival

⬜ Range of silk scarves




















































